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Abstract
Knowledge of beneficial owners of companies is
key to monitoring and managing wealth inequal-
ity in any country. Here we propose a robust and
scalable network-based algorithm to reveal hidden
ultimate owners in public ownership data. Our ap-
proach is based on the idea of Katz centrality in
complex networks and circumvents the problem of
cyclic ownership used to obscure effective control
through closed chains of intermediaries. When ap-
plied to a country-scale directed ownership network
with 6 million nodes, the algorithm identifies ulti-
mate holders of every organisation in 2021’s Rus-
sia. The distribution of asset ownership in the coun-
try follows a power law, indicating strong wealth
inequality with Gini index of 0.93. 51.7% of net as-
sets of non-financial companies are ultimately held
by the state and state-owned enterprises, 25.0% —
by individuals (incl. 3.4% held by Forbes–200-
listed individuals), and 11.3% are owned by foreign
entities (incl. 5.7% in tax havens).

1 Introduction
In its Resolution 9/7, Parties to the United Nations Conven-
tion against Corruption recognised the importance of “ade-
quate and accurate beneficial ownership information on com-
panies.” [UNODC, 2021] As developed and developing coun-
tries are establishing registers of ultimate beneficial owner-
ship (pioneered by the UK’s People with Significant Control
register), many nations struggle to find ultimate owners in in-
tricate corporate networks designed to obscure and obfuscate
actual control [Open Ownership, 2020]. Knowing beneficial
owners is not only crucial for tax and anti-money laundering
purposes, but could also help measure, understand, and man-
age wealth inequality since equity ownership is one of its key
components [OECD, 2013].

In this paper we propose an algorithm rooted in network
science that determines ultimate owners in country-scale net-
works with millions of organisation-participant equity owner-
ship links. The key algorithmic challenge is so-called cyclic
ownership and cross-ownership [de Silanes et al., 1999;
Davis, 2008; He and Huang, 2017; Galeotti and Ghiglino,
2021]. Entities can own other entities and the link can go both

ways, with ownership structures resembling rings where it is
unclear who the ultimate owner is. In some jurisdictions (e.g.
the UK) such cyclical ownership is prohibited as it is notori-
ously used to hide the ultimate owners. In other jurisdictions
— such as Russia — it flourishes, rendering it virtually im-
possible to determine ultimate owners using the conventional
graph-based approaches.

For computation of transitive shares and identification of
the ultimate owners of organisations in corporate networks,
we propose a network-based algorithm that is robust to the
cyclic ownership. For that we link the network control with
the Katz centrality measure [Katz, 1953], which is used in
network science for evaluation of topological importance of
the nodes in complex networks. Thus, we are able to reg-
ularize the divergent series appearing in the computation of
transitive shares in the case of cyclic ownership, while tak-
ing into account all the paths between participant and organ-
isation existing in the ownership network. Implementation
of our approach is based on the core decomposition, which
builds on an observation of the onion-like topology of own-
ership networks. For the large-scale analysis our algorithm
provides dramatic acceleration of ultimate owners identifica-
tion and computation of their respective shares.

We take our algorithm to ownership data from a large coun-
try where cyclical ownership is allowed — Russia. As Russia
transitioned to a market economy in the early 1990s, tens of
millions of new equity shareholders emerged after the largest
privatization in human history [Boycko et al., 1993]. While
this transform aimed at equitable distribution of wealth and
formation of a new class of minority shareholders, this pro-
cess has arguably resulted in increase of wealth inequality in
the country. We study ownership concentration in this coun-
try today using the administrative data of equity ownership
coming from the official business register.

Using the administrative data on ownership coupled with
information on the country’s wealthiest individuals from the
Forbes–200 list and equity ownership by tax havens we are
able to estimate the effective share of the country’s net as-
sets owned by the state, state-owned enterprises, ultra high-
net-worth individuals, and foreign entities. Our results indi-
cate that the majority of net assets in the country (51.7%)
are owned by the state itself. It is surprising, though,
that 11.3% of net assets are ultimately controlled by for-
eign entities in the country as of 2018. We explain this by
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# nodes by type: 5,967,800 2,947,953 2,960,315 58,065 1,467
Individual 48.2% 97.5% 0% 0% 0%
Entity 49.5% 1.7% 96.4% 86.7% 91.8%
Privately held shares 0.1% 0.2% 0% 0% 0%
Publicly traded shares 0.0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
State-owned enterprise 0.2% 0% 0.4% 3.5% 5.8%
State 2.0% 0.5% 3.2% 9.9% 2.5%
Foreign-controlled 1.5% 0.9% 2.1% 0% 0%
Tax haven-controlled 0.2% 0.4% 0% 0% 0%
# nodes with 2018 financials 1,810,151 12,260 1,756,356 40,371 1,164
Mean total assets, thous 2020 RUB 165,553 6,716,743 63,777 2,550,970 2,002,781
Mean net assets, thous 2020 RUB 69,609 3,339,214 19,218 1,246,876 836,751

Table 1: Russian ownership network characteristics by node type.

tax haven use of Russian residents to obfuscate the effec-
tive ownership [Aykut et al., 2017; Ledyaeva et al., 2013;
Ledyaeva et al., 2015]. To the best of our knowledge, we are
first to estimate the scope of this process using the adminis-
trative data and on the scale of the entire country. Finally, we
quantify the size of wealth inequality in the country by esti-
mating the Lorenz curve and Gini coefficient with the aid of
our derived effective ownership shares.

In the remainder of this paper, we first provide some pre-
liminary definitions and the set up. Then, we introduce the
proposed model and describe the computational algorithm in
details. Finally, we demonstrate and discuss the results.

2 Preliminaries and Problem Statement
This equity (ownership) data can be represented as an ori-
ented weighted network. In this model organisations and
their participants resemble N nodes, while the weights of E
edges between them reflect the corresponding equity shares.
The edges are essentially directed due to the non-symmetric
nature of the organisation-participant relationship: by defini-
tion, each edge (i, k) in the network is oriented from a partic-
ipant i to an organisation k, if the participant i has a non-zero
share in the organisation k. The share itself is encoded as the
corresponding weight 0 < Wik ≤ 1 of the edge. Thus, by
construction, the matrix Wik is the N × N adjacency ma-
trix (non-symmetric) of the ownership network. Absence of
the edge between a pair of nodes i, k is equivalent to the zero
entry in the matrix, Wik = 0.

Normalisation condition requires that the total sum of
shares among the participants of each company should be
equal to unity for any organisation k. Importantly, this does
not hold for an arbitrary node in the network, since individ-
uals have no shareholders. Also there are no restrictions on
the values of the sums over columns in the matrix W and they
can take arbitrary values between 0 and N . However, the total
weight in the matrix W is equal to

∑N
i=1

∑N
k=1 Wik = M ,

where M < N is the total number of organisations in the
ownership network.

We build on the data from a company register called the
Uniform State Register of Legal Entities (EGRUL). This reg-
ister has official and legally binding information on equity
ownership in every organisation, listing the taxpayer identi-
fiers, names, and countries of origin of individuals or organ-
isations with direct interest in equity of a given organisation
in the country. Here we work with the January 1, 2021 snap-
shot of the register from the Federal Tax Service and con-
struct a list of organisation-participant relationships with eq-

uity shares corresponding to every participant. The resulting
network consists of N = 5, 967, 800 organisations and their
participants in total (nodes). In Tab. 1 (column “All”) we re-
port the organisations and participants by their types. The ma-
jority of participants are individuals (48.2%) holding interest
in LLCs and other types of private entities (49.5%). The state
comprises 2.0% of nodes.

Apart from 6 node types, we enriched our ownership net-
work with other non-topological features. For every partici-
pant and organisation we determined whether it comes from
Russia or a foreign country. Since EGRUL requires organisa-
tions to specify the country of origin of their equity interest
this data is also available in the register. 1.5% of organisa-
tions or participants are determined as being outside Russia.
Knowing their country of origin we matched it against one
of the three authoritative country lists of tax havens [OECD,
2000; Hines Jr, 2010; Tørsløv et al., 2018] to understand
whether a participant comes from a jurisdiction known for
beneficial tax regime or secrecy. When it comes to local in-
dividuals, we matched our participants with 2021 version of
Forbes–200 list of the largest businesspersons in Russia on
their taxpayer identifiers or surnames. We also added data on
net assets of non-financial firms in the country as of 2018 (this
was the latest year with open data available from the Russian
Statistical Service). After manual inspection and removal of
outliers with unrealistic values or zeroing of negative net as-
sets we were left with 1,810,151 nodes with financial data
available. Three-fold decrease in the number of nodes with
this information should not be surprising. Many organisa-
tions in the country are not commercial organisations or may
simply fail to submit the financial reports to the authorities.

3 Methodology
3.1 Transitive Control
It is well-known that direct relationships are not sufficient to
reveal hidden participants with ultimate control over organi-
sations. Thus, one should take into account the indirect in-
fluence a participant might propagate through the chains of
all other nodes in the network. This paradigm is originally
known as control by transitivity; the indirect (transitive) con-
trol is proportional to the net flow from i to j in the given
network connectivity. This net flow can be formally defined
as an infinite series of powers of the adjacency matrix W as
follows

∞∑
l=1

Wl
ij = Wij +

∑
k

Wik ∗Wkj + . . . , (1)

where the first term is the contribution from the direct control,
the second term is the contribution of paths of length 2, the
third term is the contribution of paths of length 3, etc. (hence
the term “transitive”).

Importantly, one immediately notes that the series in Eq. 1
is divergent for matrices with the spectral radius ρ (W) ≥
1. In particular, this is the case for stochastic matrices,
∀k

∑
i Wik = 1, for which the spectral radius is equal to

unity. Thus, the series Eq. 1 is divergent for any stochas-
tic connected component of the ownership graph, i.e. where
each node has at least one in-going edge. Notably, the whole
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ownership network is not stochastic, because there are par-
ticipants that do not belong to anyone (e.g., individuals); the
corresponding nodes do not have in-going edges.

Furthermore, as it follows from the Gershgorin circle the-
orem [Gerschgorin, 1931], the lengths of all eigenvalues λi

of the ownership adjacency matrices W do not exceed unity,
|λi| ≤ 1. This is a general property of the matrices satis-
fying two conditions: (a) the column sums of W, reflecting
the total in-going ownership weight, can be either 0 (individ-
uals) or 1 (organizations); (b) self-ownership is excluded, ∀i
Wii = 0.As the analysis of real ownership networks sug-
gests [Crama and Leruth, 2007; Vitali et al., 2011], typi-
cally there is at least one stochastic connected component in a
graph. Such components generate unitary eigenvalues in the
spectrum of the ownership network. Therefore, in general,
the series Eq. 1 is divergent, which poses a serious challenge
for computation of the transitive shares across the whole net-
work.

Here we propose a modification of Eq. 1 that resolves the
aforementioned issue. We introduce a small parameter ϵ and
regularise Eq. 1 as follows

T =
∞∑
l=1

αl−1Wl = W (I− αW)
−1

, ϵ = 1− α ≪ 1.

(2)
Now the series Eq. 2 is convergent for any α < 1, since
αρ (W) < 1. Plugging ϵ = 10−6 in Eq. 2 allows to cir-
cumvent the problem of divergence and virtually takes into
account an infinite number of all paths existing between par-
ticipant and organization in cyclic subgraphs.

From physics viewpoint, the measure Eq. 2 is known as
Katz centrality. It allows to estimate centrality (or topologi-
cal importance) of the nodes in a complex network. The Katz
measure was initially proposed for sociometric studies in the
early 1950s [Katz, 1953]. The Katz centrality provides a nat-
ural generalization of the eigenvector centrality by assigning
exponential importance to shorter paths.

3.2 Algorithm for Calculation of Transitive Shares
The straightforward matrix inversion in Eq. 2 is not compu-
tationally efficient for large-scale ownership networks of sev-
eral millions of organisations and participants. To this end,
we propose an efficient algorithm that is based on the funda-
mental observation of the onion-like topological structure of
ownership networks (see Fig. 1):

1. 1,1-core decomposition
First, we aim to identify the 1,1-core, i.e. the maximal
subgraph with at least one in-going and one out-going
edge. It is easy to understand that all cyclic paths exist-
ing in the network belong to the 1,1-core (we will use
the shorter term “core” henceforth). Since the rest of the
graph does not have cycles, it forms a forest or a union of
disjoint tree-like components. Importantly, the number
of first non-vanishing terms in the series Eq. 2 for the
forest are bound by the diameter of the corresponding
connected components.
In order to compute the transitive shares inside the core
one needs to perform matrix inversion in Eq. 2. How-
ever, for real ownership networks the size of the core,

Figure 1: General steps of the transitive ownership calculation algo-
rithm.

Nc, turns out to be 3 orders of magnitude smaller than
the total size of the network, N . Thus, the 1,1-core de-
composition allows to localize the subgraph with cyclic
ownership and provides a drastic reduction of the overall
computational complexity of the algorithm (see below).

2. Core-shell-forest decomposition
Second, we decompose all connected components of
the core into three parts: two shells (in- and out-) and
the core itself. This decomposition reflects the bow-tie
structure of the ownership network [Glattfelder and Bat-
tiston, 2009; Vitali et al., 2011]. By the end of this step,
all nodes (participants and organisations) in the network
are sorted into several types, depending on the topolog-
ical structure of the component they belong to: in-shell,
out-shell, core, or tree-like component.

3. Transitive shares within the components
Third, we compute the matrix of transitive shares within
each component. The core transitivity matrix is com-
puted as the sum of the infinite geometric series, Eq. 2.
The other transitivity matrices (in-, out- shells, isolated
trees) are computed as sums of finite series bound by the
diameter of the corresponding components.

4. Decomposition of the transitivity of the entire network
At the fourth step the transitivity matrix T of the whole
network is expressed through the transitivity matrices of
each component from Step 3, according to the “interac-
tion” between the components (see below). This decom-
position takes into account all the paths that connect the
shells and the core with each other.

1,1-Core Decomposition
For identification of the core containing cyclic ownership, we
employ an iterative procedure similar to the 2-core decompo-
sition for non-oriented graphs [Batagelj and Zaveršnik, 2002;
Dorogovtsev et al., 2006]. Specifically, we iteratively remove
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Figure 2: Example core-shell-forest decomposition.

the nodes and their incident edges if the node has only in-
going or only out-going edges, i.e. either in-degree kiout = 0
or out-degree kiin = 0, correspondingly. At the very first
step we remove the participants that are not owned by any-
one (kiin = 0) and organisations that do not own anyone
(kiout = 0). We classify such entities as super-holders (SH)
and super-targets (ST), respectively. Such removal of nodes
at the first step results in formation of new “hanging” vertices
with kin ∗ kout = 0, which have been previously linked to
super-holders and super-targets. After several iterations we
converge to an irreducible subgraph C of nodes that have at
least one in-going and at least one out-going edge, i.e. the
1,1-core. Finally, all other nodes in the graph which were re-
moved at step 2 onward are called the intermediaries (I). We
note that the core generally consists of several disjoint weakly
connected components.

Consider a graph with three connected components in
Fig. 2 as an example. At the first iteration all super-holders
(nodes 1, 17, 22) and super-targets (nodes 14, 16, 21, 25) are
peeled off from the network. Then the nodes 2, 6, 18 become
the new super-holders, and nodes 13, 15, 20 become the new
super-targets and are to be removed at the second step. Note
that this iterative process can lead to the formation of isolated
vertices (e.g. nodes 23, 24 after the first peeling iteration).
Such nodes are also removed from the network. After four it-
erations the graph is left with 5 nodes for which kin∗kout ̸= 0
(nodes 5, 8, 9, 10, 11). They form the 1,1-core of the network.

Core-Shell-Forest Decomposition
To implement effective control propagation in each core-
related connected component (CC), we further divide it into
three parts: out-going shell (out-shell), core, and in-going
shell (in-shell). Out-shell nodes are defined as the nodes
which are reachable from the core via paths in the directed
ownership graph. In-shell nodes, by definition, is the com-
plementary to the out-shell and the core.

We also isolate the “tree” components of the corporate net-
work, which are a set of directed acyclic graphs (DAG) not
connected with the core of the network (i.e. belonging to
separate weakly connected components not intersecting with
the core). The breadth-first search (BFS) algorithm for undi-
rected networks is used to extract a set of connected com-
ponents of the core. As a result, each node in the network
is labelled as a core-related connected component (CC) node
or a tree component (TC) node. Fig. 2 shows the nodes be-
longing to the tree components (orange). Blue, magenta, and
green nodes belong to CC and correspond to the core, in- and
out- shells of the core, respectively.

Rank Entity Net Assets Rank Entity Net Assets

1 State-owned 26,477 11 Sibur Holding 352
2 Non-Forbes-200 individuals 18,129 12 Inc-Capital 242
3 State-owned enterprises 16,809 13 EvroKhim 200
4 Tax haven-owned 4,740 14 TAIF 168
5 Non-tax haven foreign 4,704 15 NLMK 135
6 Forbes-200 individuals 2,804 16 EuroSibEnergo 132
7 Lukoil 2,273 17 Plato 120
8 PIK 421 18 Riel 109
9 Novatek 419 19 Severstal 105
10 Rosneft Holding 390 20 Rusagro 103

Table 2: Top-20 super-holders by ultimately controlled net assets in
Russia (2018 data, billions of rubles).

Transitive Ownership Calculation
To calculate the transitive ownership matrix T we decompose
it into a combination of transitive ownership matrices within
each of the structures defined above: the in-shell, the out-
shell, the core, and the tree connectivity components. The
procedure consists of the following steps:
1) The adjacency matrix of each structure is computed. The
links projecting to the core and to the out-shell are added to
the in-shell adjacency matrix Win. Similarly, the links pro-
jecting from the core are added to the out-shell adjacency ma-
trix Wout. For direct ownership relations within the core the
core adjacency matrix WC is used without additional con-
nections with the shells. The tree components are not con-
nected to the core or to any of the shells, so the corresponding
adjacency matrix WTC is constructed independently.
2) Transitive ownership matrices for the out-shell and in-
shell, as well as for the tree components (matrices Tout, Tin

and TTC , respectively) are calculated. The sum of the fol-
lowing finite series is calculated for all three structures:

Tx =
d∑

l=1

αl−1Wl
x. (3)

Here Tx is the transitivity matrix of the corresponding graph
component (Tin, Tout, or TTC), Wx is the adjacency matrix
of the corresponding graph component and d is upper bound
of the maximal possible path length, which is equal to twice
the number of steps in the iterative peeling procedure of the
graph to the core.
3) The transitive ownership matrix for the core nodes (ma-
trix TC) is calculated using Eq. (2) with replacement of the
matrix W with the core adjacency matrix WC . The owner-
ship relations between holders and targets in the shells and
the core can be taken into account by means of the following
“interaction” rule between the structures:

TCC = Tin +Tout +TC +Tin ∗TC

+TC ∗Tout +Tin ∗Tout +Tin ∗TC ∗Tout.
(4)

Here all transitive ownership matrices (Tin, Tout and TTC)
have been grown to the size NCC×NCC by adding zero rows
and columns. The first three summands contain the weights
of transitive ownership within each of the structures (in-shell,
out-shell and the core), the second three summands account
for pairwise relations (paths) of ownership between the struc-
tures, and the last one represents the weight on the paths go-
ing from in-shell to out-shell through the core. The resulting
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Figure 3: Lorenz curves and the corresponding Gini indices for four sets of ultimate owners (UOs), as indicated. The insets show the tails of
the net assets density in the respective sets, the power-law fits and the corresponding exponents γ are shown in red.

transitivity matrix of the CC subgraph (the set of weakly con-
nected components containing the core) TCC is then grown
to size N ×N by adding zero rows and columns. This is nec-
essary to be able to add up the transitivity matrices relating to
non-interacting components.
4) Due to the absence of edges between the core with its shells
and the tree components, the total transitive ownership matrix
T is the sum of the transitive ownership matrix of the tree
components TTC and the transitive ownership matrix of the
core with the shells’ TCC : T = TCC +TTC .

Complexity
The dominant term in the algorithm has a complexity of
O(E

2 lnN
N + |C|3). The first term is connected with raising

sparse adjacency matrices to the power of d ≈ lnN . In prac-
tice, ownership networks are sparse: E ≈ N , and the core
matrix inversion is implemented faster than O(|C|3). Com-
bined with the small core size |C| << N , this leads to the
overall computational complexity O(N lnN).

Identifying Ultimate Controlling Entities
The ultimate owner, by definition, cannot be controlled by
anyone and it resembles a node in the ownership graph with
zero in-degree. Therefore, in order to extract the ultimate
owners of the company one needs to choose the rows i in the
matrix T that correspond to the nodes for which the corre-
sponding columns are empty, Tki = 0, ∀k.

4 Results
We start by examining the core-shell-forest decomposition of
Russian ownership network in Tab. 1. Out of 5,967,800 nodes
the majority, 2,960,315, are super-targets (column “ST”), i.e.
organisations that do not own any other organization. By con-
struction, individuals cannot act as super-targets since nobody
could own a physical person. The opposite trend is observed
for 2,947,953 super-holders: the lion’s share of them (97.5%)
are individuals. In fact, the most common network relation-
ship in the data is a SH→ST link where SH is an individual
and ST is an LLC. However, over 1.7% of super-holders are
entities. This could mean that we are missing the information
on their ultimate super-holders that are physical persons (for
example, when such entities are located outside Russia and

we cannot trace their owners in other jurisdictions). There
are 58,065 intermediaries in the data, i.e. organizations that
both own and are owned by other entities or individuals.

Now that we know the effective shares controlled by the ul-
timate owners (UOs) in Russia we can compute the top super-
holders by their net assets as of 2018. Tab. 2 reports the re-
sults of this exercise for top-20 entities or groups of entities.
The largest super-holder is the Russian state that owned 26.5
trillion rubles (USD 366 billion, all figures in 2020 rubles)
worth of net assets. Another manifestation of state owner-
ship is due to state-owned enterprises that all together con-
trolled RUB 16.8 trillion (USD 232 billion) worth of net as-
sets. A surprising second most prominent owner type are
non-billionaire individuals combined (i.e. small and medium
business owners). Third and fourth most prominent group
of owners are outside Russia, either in tax havens or else-
where. Finally, in Tab. 2 we list the remaining leading public
or private corporations. Their shareholders are not listed in
the public register by construction since shareholder equity
that is publicly or privately traded is outside the scope of the
register.

We quantify inequality in Russia by analyzing the distribu-
tion of net assets among ultimate owners identified by our al-
gorithm. Only owners with ≥ 10 million rubles in total assets
were considered; other holders correspond to a heavy low-
wealth tail. In Fig. 3 we demonstrate how the inequality in-
creases upon adding of new types of UOs into the analysis. In
accord with increase of the Gini index, we observe a decrease
of the power-law exponent of the distribution of net assets in
the groups from γ = 2.22 for individuals to γ = 1.95 for
all UOs. This trend is clear evidence that addition of foreign
organisations and state companies to individuals greatly con-
tribute to increase of inequality. At the same time, transition
from the third to the last column, driven by private national
organisations, results in only a slight increase of the Gini in-
dex by one centesimal point.

Finally, we examine the net assets composition of each per-
centile of UO, shown in Fig. 4. In all of the percentiles, but
the last one, the leadership belongs to non-Forbes individu-
als. However, the last percentile contains roughly 50 times
more net assets than the previous one and its composition
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turns out to be drastically different: the leader is the State,
which is followed by national private and tax haven-based or-
ganizations. Ultra high-net-worth individuals from Forbes–
200 reside in the top percentiles, as expected. However, we
notice that some Forbes–200-listed individuals appear in the
lower percentiles. Two explanations are due. First, such in-
dividuals can simply own most of their wealth in shareholder
equity in public corporations that is not captured in our data.
Second, wealthy individuals could exercise control through
foreign entities.

5 Discussion
Our findings contribute to three literatures. First, we add to
the literature on computation of control in corporate networks
[Brioschi et al., 1989; Vitali et al., 2011; Jia and Barabási,
2013; Kichikawa et al., 2019; Mizuno et al., 2020]. The pro-
posed algorithm allows us to arrive at a deterministic solution,
identifying ultimate control in networks with cyclic owner-
ship. This is done at scale and can be applied to any corporate
network. Second, we contribute to the literature studying tax
haven use by multinational corporations [Desai et al., 2006;
Gumpert et al., 2016; Alstadsæter et al., 2018; Tørsløv et al.,
2018] and foreign direct investment round-tripping [Aykut et
al., 2017; Karhunen et al., 2021]. To the best of our knowl-
edge, we are first to quantify the scope of tax haven use in
the entire country. By relying on administrative data from a
business register and network science we are able to infer ef-
fective ownership shares of virtually every businessperson in
the country.

Knowledge of effective ownership enables us to make our
third contribution to the literature on measuring inequality in
Russia [Gorodnichenko et al., 2010; Blanchet et al., 2017;
Novokmet et al., 2018; Dang et al., 2018] and in general
[Piketty and Saez, 2003; Piketty and Saez, 2014; Jones,
2015]. Having proposed a novel method to measure effective
private equity ownership, we are able to capture an important
component of household wealth [OECD, 2013]. This compo-
nent was previously underexplored using survey-based meth-
ods that permeate wealth inequality studies since any survey
relies on self-reported information by individuals.

Despite legal obligation, some organizations may fail to
submit their equity ownership data to the register. They may
also fail to use taxpayer identifiers of owners, providing their
names only instead. Financial data may also be erroneous,

driving net asset sums upward or downward. Finally, and
most importantly, the business register does not contain infor-
mation on shareholder capital ownership. We do not observe
owners of listed corporations by construction. This should
not come as a surprise: when equity is publicly traded no
register could store up-to-date information coming from mar-
ket transactions. However, we do fully observe ownership in
LLCs, that is, private equity. The majority of profit is gener-
ated by LLCs in the country. Even though all our estimates
and results are biased downward due to omission of share-
holder equity from consideration we believe that the results
are still valid and worth considering since they present the
lower bound of asset ownership in the country.
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